Postal closings coming
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It’s hardly a secret that the U.S. Postal Service is looking to downgrade its services by closing
some of its offices throughout the country.
Thanks to the loss of billions of dollars as more and more Americans hook up with email and
the Internet to communicate, times as they say have been tough for an institution that’s older
than our constitution.
Right now, the Postal Service is conducting studies to determine which offices of some 3,700
offices can be closed with the minimum affect on customers. Even Ben Franklin’s post office is
in risk of being closed.

On the potential list in our neck of the woods is the Alpha office as well as Covington and
Kingsford and Long Lake and Fence in Wisconsin.
Now, it’s only 3,700 offices on the chopping block and that may not seem like a great
inconvenience for most postal patrons. The mail will get delivered and most patrons will be able
to make the adjustment.
But you know how government makes its cuts. First take a nibble out of the pie, then start
gobbling!
With all the saber-rattling in Washington about spending cuts, I guess it was just a matter of
time before the government axe took a whack at this communication dinosaur.
Who writes letters anymore? Who pays bills with a stamped envelope anymore?
We all know the reasons why the Postal Service needs to look at closing some offices
throughout the country. And, just in case you think it’s just the small town offices looking at the
axe, the state rosters throughout the U.S. includes a number of post offices in major cities.
They’re just not worth keeping open, and that’s as simple an explanation as there is.
Still, it’s rather sad to think about. I confess I’m from another generation that looked at the Post
Office as my gateway to the outside world.
I had a faithful letter-writing relationship with a pen pal in Germany for several years. I met her
through a school pen-pal organization. I faithfully wrote sometimes daily and definitely weekly
letters to my cousin who served with the U.S. Navy.
And those pictures lining the walls listing the top FBI fugitives. Who could forget glancing at that
scurrilous bunch of villains, who were more terrifying than our cowboy outlaws we’d pay our 12
cents to see at the movies.
There were no zip codes to remember back then, either. Sometimes we didn’t even put a full
address on the envelope, yet our letters were always delivered. I remember writing “city” on
letters we’d send to someone here in town.
But, I guess, that jog down memory lane just recalls a time when everyone seemed to know
each other and our world was pretty much in our own backyard.
The saddest part is losing another cherished memory of a life that was once a little simpler, a
little more friendly and a lot less frantic.
--Allyce Westphal
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